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Nationwide Coverage

Our Sectors Our Services

We are totally dedicated to delivering the highest quality, most cost effective service to all 
our clients, and always within a flexible and partnered approach.  It’s part of our continued 
commitment to be the best in the industry and we pride ourselves on our extensive range 
of services.  From topographical surveys to underground utility mapping, drainage, CCTV 
and drain lining, Subscan are able to meet all your requirements.

At Subscan all our departments work in conjunction with 
each other to provide our clients with a comprehensive, 
integrated drainage solution. From initial inspection to 
completed work, Subscan are the industry’s leading name 
in multi-utility maintenance.

With strategic locations around the UK, we have a dedicated 
team of technicians that work throughout the whole of the UK, 
specialising in all aspects of survey, utility and drainage for all 
our valued commercial and domestic clients.

NORTH OFFICE
north.office@subscan.com

MIDLANDS OFFICE
midlands.office@subscan.com

SOUTH OFFICE
south.office@subscan.com

SCOTLAND OFFICE
scotland.office@subscan.com

“

“
”

”

With over 30 years worth of experience within the industry, 
our continued mission is to combine our technical excellence 
and extensive knowledge with an outstanding customer 
service experience for all our valued customers.

Undertaking works for a number of leading Construction 
Contractors and Management Agents, operating locally 
and throughout the whole of the UK for both the public and 
private sectors.

Commercial
We undertake works for commercial contractors 

operating both locally and throughout the 
whole of the UK for both the public and private 

sectors.

Construction
Subscan UDS provide specialist reactive 

drainage and survey solutions for businesses 
throughout the whole of the construction 

industry.

Local Authority
Our specialist team of engineers work to resolve 

local authority issues as quickly, safely and 
efficiently as possible.

Rail
At Subscan UDS we provide reactive and

pre-planned maintenance work to ensure the 
minimum amount of disruption to the UK rail 

network.

Utility
Our reactive utilities specialists operate 

throughout the UK to ensure that we are never far 
away when you need us.

Drainage
At Subscan we provide a comprehensive and 

complete solution for all drainage maintenance 
and emergency repair work.  We’re on hand 24/7 

so we’ll be there when you need us.

Survey
Our dedicated survey team quickly identify the 
source of every issue to ensure that you can get 

back to normal as quickly as possible.

I just wanted to give you some feedback 
on the operatives we have received on 
site from yourselves, they really are a 

credit to you.  They’ve been extremely 
helpful and professional throughout, and 

really easy to work with. 
Construction Client
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Concrete Investigation
At Subscan we utilise the latest High 
frequency Ground Penetrating Radar 
for effective investigation of walls and 

floors to determine slab thickness & condition and 
location and detail of rebar, conduits and pile caps.

Utility Surveying
Subscan perform utility surveys 
across a wide range of sites and 
development projects to provide an 

accurate depiction of any site throughout the UK. 
This is scaled and detailed according to the spatial 
considerations and is the summary of the on-site 
data capture processes.

Void Detection
Utilising deep penetration GPR, 
Subscan operatives can easily detect 
sub-surface voids, foundations, mine 

shaft locations, buried tanks and bedrock profiling 
to depths of up to 10 metres.

Ground Penetrating Radar and
Electromagnetic Locating Technology
Subscan UDS utilise the very latest Ground 
Penetrating Radar technology and post processing 
software. From cutting edge ‘stepped-frequency 
continuous wave radar’ to high frequency 3D 
scanners.

New, innovative and powerful ‘Best In Class’ multi 
frequency electromagnetic locators are used on 
all Utility Mapping operations; giving the most 
accurate on site utilities information available and 
also highlighting potential locating issues such as 
‘signal distortion’.

Subscan offer a utilities 
emergency service if 
you require to undertake 

excavation works at 
extremely short notice. 

We have a dedicated ad 
hoc team who can be on site 

within 48 hours (location dependant) to 
locate and mark out underground utilities.

Our utility surveys allow workers to establish what buried obstacles they may face 
before coming across them, minimising costly delays from unknown obstructions. It’s 
a legal requirement that before digging you should be aware of what is beneath the 
surface. A hit gas main can not only be costly in terms of time and money, it can also 
cause injury or worse.

Subscan UDS complete full PAS 128 Utility Surveys for designers 
and contractors, producing detailed guides so everyone working 
on a project understands exactly what they are dealing with 
when preparing and working on a site.

PAS 128 CAT A - Verification Survey
Utilities are observed at an inspection chamber, or 
exposed through excavation, such as trial holes. 
Verification Surveys are usually carried out after 
Category B - Detection Verification Surveys have 
been carried out. Verification Surveys are used for:

• Unidentified Utility Service Identification
• Targeted Utility Service Verification
• Confirmation of record searches

PAS 128 CAT B - Detection
The Category B - Detection Survey is a non-
intrusive survey using at least 2 geophysical survey 
techniques. A consultation with the client during 
quotation phase will identify the methodology used 
to conduct the survey. The final deliverable is in an 
AutoCAD and PDF file, with a quality/confidence 
level assigned to located services and accompanied 
by a written report and photographic record (if 
requested).

PAS 128 CAT D - Desktop Utility Record Search
This is a Search and Collation of existing records 
that are available.  Developments, feasibility studies 
and most on site works require some sort of utility 
survey to establish the location of assets such 
as pipes and cables.  Rather than using valuable 
time writing many letters, chasing up payment 
or potential missing plans, Subscan offer a Utility 
Search service, giving you the chance to order all of 
your utility search information from your desktop.

PAS 128 CAT C - Site Reconnaissance
Category C Survey is a use of utility record data 
with site reconnaissance to match utility records 
with physical utility street furniture. This survey is 
accompanied with survey type D.

This will involve a site reconnaissance visit to 
identify features that may indicate the presence of 
services such as; manholes, valves, street furniture 
and historic excavation scars.

CAT B - Underground Utility Detection CAT D - Desktop Utility Record Search
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Wherever possible, we aim to minimise disruption to domestic properties and surrounding 
communities whilst ensuring blockages are removed as efficiently and quickly as possible. 
Plus we offer a comprehensive 24/7 emergency response service.

At Subscan, we provide our valued clients with a comprehensive drain 
relining service that doesn’t require large excavations, streamlining costs and 

guaranteeing a significant reduction in disruption.

A blocked drain, toilet, sink or bath can cause major 
damage and disruption to your property if not treated as 
soon as possible. Subscan provide a comprehensive blocked 
drain and sewer clearing and any internal flooding services 
to ensure that your facilities are back in working order in no 
time! No job is too big or small for the Subscan team.

Problems with drainage can be detrimental to the 
day to day running and success of any business. If left 

unaddressed small drainage repairs can turn into major 
leaks, causing structural and environmental damage to 

the property and surrounding areas.

UV Lining
The UV drain lining process is the fastest and most 
cost-effective way to repair a partially collapsed or 
damaged pipe or culvert. Unlike most CIPP liners, UV 
technology uses ultra-violet light rather than hot water.  
This means there is no need for on-site boilers, making 
the installation much easier, safer, and quicker.  UV 
lining is also more environmentally friendly than other 
forms of CIPP lining.

Patch Lining
The patch lining system (CIPR) is used when there is an 
isolated defect or defects within a shorter area of sewer 
or drainage system, where full end-to-end lining is not 
required. The repair curing can take as little as three 
hours per patch to cure, causing minimal disruption.  It 
is an extremely popular choice due to being more cost 
effective and less time consuming compared to a full 
liner repair.

Robotic Cutting
Primarily used to reopen lateral connections on relining 
and patch lining works, our highly trained teams are able 
to accurately locate the incoming connection and ensure 
it is fully reopened to allow for its continued operation. 
Our cutters are also used to trim back intruding 
connections, remove large roots where traditional 
methods fail and the cutting out of concrete/grout where 
excavation is not possible or cost effective.

Hot Cure Lining - This is used for the full or 
partial lining of sewers or drains and is the 
original method of CIPP lining techniques.

Ambient Lining - This is used for the full or partial lining 
of sewers or drains to cover multiple defects. Used for 
domestic or small commercial applications.

EMERGENCY RESPONSE CALL-OUT
With highly trained operatives strategically located throughout the 
whole of the UK, Subscan are never far away. Our specialist reactive 
engineers will be with you as soon as possible to identify the source 
of the issue and then they won’t leave until you have a working 
drainage system.  We clear baths, sinks, soil vent pipes, toilets and 
any internal waste pipes. We also clear manholes and gully drains.

All our vans are 
fully equipped 
with a 35HP ultra 
high pressure 
jetting system, 
with 88 gallon 
water tank, and 
hydraulic hose 
reel; delivering 
our clients high 
quality and high 
performance.

HELPDESK COORDINATORS - GPS TRACKING
All of Subscan’s reactive drainage vans are fully equipped with 
the latest GPS technology.  Our professionally trained helpdesk 
coordinators can fully track our team of drainage operatives 
via our JobWatch dashboard. Ensuring that they reach the 
emergency response call-out within an allotted timescale no 
matter where they are in the whole of the UK.
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AT SUBSCAN OUR CCTV DRAINAGE 
SURVEY TEAM CAN OFFER:
• Drainage Condition and Connectivity Surveys 
• GPS Asset Mapping • STC25 Manhole 
Surveys • Line & Level Surveys • Off-Road and 
Remote Surveys • Culvert Inspection Surveys
• DDMS Surveys in accordance with CD535 
and CD551 • Impermeable Area Surveys
• Confined Space Entry and Traverse Surveys

Utilising the very latest technology in IBAK, Vivax, 
Proteus and Wincan VX Camera technology, our 

highly experienced Subscan CCTV team can undertake 
comprehensive CCTV Drainage Surveys for pipe 

diameters ranging from 30mm to 2000mm. 
If you have a damaged sewer or drainage system, it is advisable to get it fixed right away. 
It can contribute to other problems such as undermining the structural integrity of the 
surrounding area, causing poor sanitation and severely disrupting water flow, creating an 
unhealthy and unsafe environment.

If you require a complete drainage excavation as opposed 
to the more conventional CIPP or CIPR drain repairs, our 
professional and highly trained civils drainage teams have 
extensive experience fitting first class drainage systems 
throughout the whole of the UK.

Our experienced team leaders and CCTV coordinators are trained to OS19x/OS20x standard 
and all reports are produced in compliance with MSCC4/MSCC5.  Each survey team is 

equipped with a Vivax vCam-6 HD Inspection System which records video in full 1080p. 

4x4 Off Road CCTV
(Portable and Main line CCTV Capabilities)

No matter the location Subscan have the capability 
to complete CCTV surveying in remote locations 
and treacherous terrain, where others may find 
difficult to reach.  With our portable, push-rod 
and main line CCTV equipment we have the same 
capabilities as our regular CCTV surveying teams.

With a combined total of almost 50 years of 
drainage experience in various positions both
on-site and in back end office roles, Subscan 
really do know what we are looking at!

REASONS FOR DRAIN EXCAVATIONS

There are many reasons why you may require a 
complete drainage excavation including:

• Subsidence, resulting in pipe disconnection.
• Tree root infestation of pipe or drainage system.
• Incorrect installation / material of pipework.
• Inappropriate soil conditions.

We ensure that all our civil drain engineers are fully 
trained in all aspects of street works and traffic 
management as standard.

Meeting all the latest health and safety 
requirements, our excavations are completely 
safe for our engineers, the general public and the 
environment alike.

OUR CIVILS TEAM DEALS WITH MORE 
THAN JUST DRAIN EXCAVATIONS:

• Sewer Connections
• Septic Tank & Cesspool Tank Installations
• Pumping Station Refurbishment & Installations
• Stormwater Attenuation
   • Trail Holes & Soakaway Testing
   • Sewer & Drainage Diversion
   • Sewer & Pipe Grouting
   • Groundworks
• Oil Interceptors & Separators
• Section 104 & 185 Agreement Works
• Manhole Reconstructions
• Water Supply Pipe Repairs

WINCAN VX SEWER INSPECTION SOFTWARE
All our CCTV camera vans are fully equipped with 
the very latest version of Wincan VX - the industry’s 
most preferred sewer inspection software - with 
over 8,500 licenses worldwide.
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JHL SUPER RECYCLER SPECIFICATION

We won’t have to leave the site to refill 
water; the RECycler® can finish the 
job easier, faster, and overall more cost 
effectively.

• 14,000 litre (3,079 UK Gallon) tank 
capacity with moveable partition
• Jetting at 103 UK gpm at 2175 psi
• 1,824 cfm suction
• Recycling system with Vogelsang pump
• Scania P450 chassis with Euro 6 Engine

JHL RECYCLER SPECIFICATION

From jobs in the city, where a smaller size 
is more convenient, to jobs in industrial 
cleaning where greater power and larger 
capacity are needed.

• 12,000 litre (2,639 UK Gallon) tank 
capacity with moveable partition
• Jetting at 85 UK gpm at 2030 psi
• 942 cfm suction
• Recycling system with Desmi pump
• Scania P410 chassis with Euro 6 Engine 

You can be sure of a top quality, professional service, whether we are there to carry out cleansing and 
unblocking of your drains, sewers, culverts, interceptors or grease traps, or we are carrying out a

pre-planned maintenance programme.

Bulk Waste Disposal
Subscan have an experienced team of 
operatives and specialist bulk waste 
tankers for the removal, transportation and 
disposal of liquid waste.  We are available 
24/7 for bulk waste removal to suit all 
requirements, including commercial and 
domestic properties carrying quantities up 
to 30,000 litres at a time.

Off Road Recycler
At Subscan no location is off limits when it comes to 
drainage services thanks to our comprehensive off-
road jetting services. Our off-road jetting vehicles are 
capable of traversing the most treacherous terrain with 
minimal damage to surfaces.

All our off-road equipment complies with agriculture 
and environment regulations, keeping disruption to 
our wildlife and environment to a minimum. 

With all the same capabilities as our road going 
Recyclers, our off-road units are capable of cleansing 
almost any pipe or culvert. Meaning expensive track 
matting or temporary road construction is not needed.

Operating a sizeable fleet of Recyclers, Super Recyclers 
and Flexline Tankers, we have extensive high pressure 
water jetting capabilities for drain cleansing and the 
removal of blockages. Our systems can cope with small 
bore pipes and drainage to large diameter culverts. We 
can also supply a tracked remote reel to provide access to 
isolated areas that other vehicles may struggle to reach.  
No location is off-limits when it comes to drainage.

Septic Tank Cleansing and Emptying
Septic tanks are environmentally 
friendly, efficient and extremely 
important in helping you deal with 

waste water.  They also need to be fully maintained, 
cleaned and emptied on a regular basis.  At 
Subscan we offer a comprehensive septic tank 
cleaning and emptying service.

Culvert and Sewer Cleaning
Using the latest Jet Vac equipment, 
Subscan utilises high-powered water 
jetting and suction to easily break up 

and collect accumulated waste that can build up 
over time in culverts and sewer systems.  The waste 
will then be responsibly disposed of to ensure there 
is no harm to the environment.
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Subscan undertake topographical surveys across 
a wide range of sites to provide an accurate 
depiction of any site throughout the UK. That 
site could be a property, an area of land or a 
defined boundary. This is scaled and detailed 
according to the spatial considerations and is the 
summary of the on-site data capture processes.

The purpose is to gather spatial information 
relating to the site (natural and man-made). This 
can often be related to national Ordnance Survey 
grid and datum information (often using GPS) and 
is surveyed by point. It is typically accepted that 
points are positioned in three dimensions which 
facilitates ground modelling and visualisations to be 
produced from the topographical survey.

2D and 3D Topographical Surveys
From a small garden project for a 
simple kitchen extension, to multi-
kilometre stretches of road, Subscan 

can offer comprehensive land surveys in an urban, 
brownfield or greenfield site to match a client’s 
specification, aiding planning for any project.

Measured Building Surveys
Measured floor plans, elevations, 
building sections. Subscan can record 
the detailed design and layout of your 

building for planning and construction purposes. 
These can be delivered via traditional methods or 
through 3D laser scanning fed into a BIM project.

Setting Out Plans
From single house to road and major 
development projects, Subscan’s 
professional surveying teams have the 

experience and know-how to ensure your project is 
in the right place.

CAD and Drawings Management
Together with our Drainage 
department, our experienced CAD 
Department can produce detailed 

and extensive plans for a section 104 drainage 
adoption.

Boundary Surveys
Subscan’s surveyors can accurately 
measure the boundaries of a property 
and produce a report to compare 

against land registry plans to obtain an accurate 
location.

As Built Surveys
If you need a new road adopting 
or need a new building checking to 
check if it matches design, Subscan 

can deliver these surveys in a timely and cost-
effective manner.

Working in conjunction with our Utility and Drainage 
departments, Subscan are able to provide a fully 
comprehensive, integrated survey solution that is 
unique within the current marketplace. 
Additional information can often be integrated into topographical surveys which assists 
a design team in taking account of the necessary and relevant site constraints. This can 
include site sections through particularly diverse gradient transects, spot heights of 
surrounding land and site features.

“
”

Many thanks for the survey that was 
undertaken this week.  Could you give a 
special thanks to your survey engineer 

who was excellent, he was exceptionally 
professional throughout.

Engineering Client

SUBSCAN CAD DEPARTMENT
Our experienced CAD team work together with 
Subscan’s Surveying, Utilities and Drainage 
departments, to produce detailed and high 
quality drawings, plans and designs. Section 
104 drainage adoption plans to be provided to 
water authorities can also be produced.  We can 
also provide a management service to keep all 
drawings secure and archived.
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Car Park Cleaning & Restoration
At Subscan we know that first 
impressions last, so we offer a one off 
deep clean or periodic cleaning service 

to ensure your car park is a clean and tidy place for 
customers.  Decreased footfall can have a direct 
impact on any business. 

Construction Site Cleaning
Subscan will perform a final cleaning 
and removal of left over construction 
materials, unwanted waste, paint 

splashes or residue and obstructions so that any 
construction project looks completed and adheres 
with the latest Health and Safety requirements.

Toilet Waste Removal
Portable chemical toilets need to be 
serviced and emptied regularly to 
ensure they are in perfect working 

condition at all times.  Subscan’s fleet of tankers 
can quickly empty and dispose of the waste to all 
current health and safety regulations.

Wastewater Removal and Cleansing
Thanks to our professionally trained 
teams, we’re able to offer a cost 
effective wastewater removal service 

for all our clients. Whether you operate a small 
industrial business or a much larger sewage 
wastewater operation that requires regular cleaning 
maintenance, Subscan will meet all your needs.

Hot Wash Steam Cleaning
If you’re cleaning engines, automobile 
parts or basically anything with oil or 
grease then a Hot Wash Steam Clean 

will dissolve grease, fats or any oily substance 
leaving no residue.  What cold water cleans, hot 
wash steam cleaning cleans better and faster.

Graffiti Removal
Unsightly graffiti can have a 
detrimental effect for any business. 
At Subscan we use the latest cleaning 

equipment to breathe a new lease of life into any 
outdoor space or fascia. 

COMMERCIAL & INDUSTRIAL CLEANING
Subscan provide a full range of commercial and 
industrial cleaning solutions alongside our core 
business activities. From graffiti removal to car 
park cleaning, our capabilities will leave your 
site looking like new.

We work with you to establish a time that 
is least disruptive to your business’ daily 
operations - remaining prompt and professional 
at all hours of the day. With cutting edge 
technology on hand for all sectors, we can 
provide a comprehensive commercial and 
industrial cleaning service to meet your needs.

With an outstanding first class industry 
reputation for quality drainage work and a huge 
number of railway drainage achievements under 
our belt, we are the best drainage company 
to service your railway drainage requirements. 
Especially when tight deadlines and budgets 
need to be met.

Over the past eight years we have successfully 
completed many projects on railways including 
drain cleaning, CCTV surveying of trackside drains, 
catch pit emptying, culvert cleaning and drainage 
infrastructure repairs.

We understand the railway business better than 
any other drainage company and we recognise that 
work must be carried out quickly, professionally and 
to the highest of standards.

Subscan Rail is our dedicated rail division, 
offering an extensive range of trackside drainage 
and surveying services for our valued rail clients 
throughout the whole of the UK rail network.

We are fully RISQS audited and verified and all 
our rail operatives are PTS trained, attesting to our 
commitment to Health and Safety and ensuring it 
is at the heart of everything we do.  We provide 
reactive and pre-planned maintenance work to 
ensure minimum disruption to the UK rail network.

Rail Utilities : Our reactive utilities 
specialists operate throughout the 
UK to ensure that we are never far 
away when you need us.

Rail Drainage: At Subscan we 
provide a complete solution for 
all rail drainage maintenance and 
repairing work. 

Rail Survey: Our dedicated survey 
team identify the source of every 
issue to ensure that you can get back 
to normal as quickly as possible.




